
Reenactment of Lincoln-Douglas Debates, 1923

These debates were staged by the senior class of 1923 and were documented in  the college 
yearbook, The Tekoa. 

All images courtesy of Westfield State University Archives.
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 “Our Life’s Work”:
Rhetorical Preparation and Teacher Training at the 

Westfield State Normal School, 1844 –1932

Beth Ann RotheRmel

Editor’s Introduction: When we think of nineteenth and early twentieth 
century teacher-training schools, we tend to rely on a fundamental 
assumption: that the work of a primary school teacher was intellectually 
undemanding, consisting largely of exercises focused on rote memorization 
and correctness, and thus the schools that prepared future teachers for 
their work must not have been academically rigorous. And while this 
characterization may have been true of many teacher-training schools 
in that period, it was certainly not the case at Westfield State Normal 
School. Beth Ann Rothermel’s illuminating and incisive investigation of 
archival materials at the college (now Westfield State University) reveals an 
intellectually rigorous curriculum, one that embraced rhetorical theory and 
asked students to employ their theoretical understanding in the service of a 
wide range of discourse practices. The curriculum included not just rhetoric 
and oratory, but also more traditional disciplines such as chemistry, botany, 
geometry, and philosophy.

Around the turn of the century, reformers attempted to institute a 
more utilitarian and “practical” approach to teacher training, but many 
faculty at Westfield resisted the trend, continuing to emphasize the more 
demanding and intellectually rich pedagogy. In short, the young women 
and men who were preparing to become teachers at Westfield State Normal 
School were consistently exposed to a rigorous and varied curriculum, 
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one that certainly rivaled the academic offerings from the region’s more 
well-known and prestigious colleges and universities. This rich pedagogy 
remained in place for more than one hundred years, despite the repeated 
efforts of “reformers” to water down the curriculum. Faculty and students 
appreciated and embraced a demanding course of academics which inspired 
generations of teachers in the Commonwealth. These issues remain alive 
within contemporary debates over teacher training. 

Dr. Rothermel is a professor of English at Westfield State University. 
Her research includes articles on the history of American women’s rhetorical 
education, especially at normal schools, along with book chapters in 
edited collections in the field of rhetoric and composition. This article was 
originally published as a chapter in Local Histories: Reading the Archives 
of Composition, edited by Patricia Donahue and Gretchen Flesher Moon 
(2007). It is reprinted with the permission of the University of Pittsburgh 
Press. Two other chapters in this collection focus on the history of education 
in Massachusetts: “Vida Scudder in the Classroom and in the Archives,” by 
Julie Garbus, and “Life in the Margins: Student Writing and Curricular 
Change at Fitchburg Normal School, 1895–1910.” †

* * * * *

In 1923, the all-female senior class at the Westfield State Normal School 
staged a series of debates. Although these debates focused mainly on civic 
issues, they also included a reenactment of the Lincoln-Douglas debates, 
presented before the entire school in a general assembly. Westfield’s 1923 
yearbook celebrates the prime players of this drama, noting that “Helen 
Spelman looked the part of a politician in presiding. Helyne Mousley made 
a superb Lincoln, and Ruth Grady an inimical Douglas. One could almost 
imagine one’s self as actually participating in the noted campaign for the 
senatorship of Illinois.”1 The women aimed to “reproduce the spirit and the 
main issues” of this famous historical event. It was not, however, the first time 

† Archival materials used in preparing this article are available in Westfield State 
University’s Patterson Archive, located in Ely Library. I am indebted to the painstaking 
efforts of Dr. Robert Brown, a former history professor at Westfield State University, 
who with limited institutional support created and sustained the college’s archive 
for more than two decades. I would also like to thank WSU archivist Karen Canary 
for her invaluable assistance in gathering and preparing the illustrations used in this 
article.
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that female students at Westfield had imagined themselves into positions of 
rhetorical power. Westfield’s newly enfranchised senior class was, in fact, 
drawing on rhetorical theories and practices critical to the school’s academic 
programs since the mid-nineteenth century.

In the introduction to his documentary history The Origins of Composition 
Studies in the American College, 1875–1925, John C. Brereton observes that 
we “still do not know enough about the connections between college course 
work and the public and private examples of female rhetoric.” Scholars of 
rhetoric and composition have been actively addressing this shortfall in a 
number of ways. The works of Karlyn Kohrs Campbell, Annette Kolodny, 
and Nicole Ton-kovich on individual women rhetors and their educational 
backgrounds have revealed the “range of attitudes and instruction among 
women rhetoricians.”2 Scholars such as Vickie Ricks, Kathryn Conway, 
JoAnn Campbell, and Joy Rouse have studied the rhetorical education offered 
to women at private women’s colleges and seminaries. More recently, scholars 
have turned their attention to alternative sites of rhetorical instruction, 
focusing on institutions that educated women of more varied racial, ethnic, 
and economic backgrounds. This article contributes to ongoing research on 
the history of rhetorical education by looking closely at the rhetorical training 
of late nineteenth and early-twentieth century women at the Westfield State 
Normal School, the second public and first co-educational normal school in 
the country (opened in 1839).

Although founded as a co-educational institution, the percentage of men 
in the student body declined rapidly. Westfield’s precursor institution located 
in Barre, Massachusetts, was forty-five percent male (1839-42). In its first few 
years the Westfield State Normal School was thirty-seven percent male; this 
figure dropped to twenty-four percent (1849-1859); then to twelve percent 
(1860-81); reaching a mere five percent during the years 1882-96. After 
1898, only a handful of males attended until a special program to prepare 
junior high teachers was inaugurated in 1938. The drastic decline in male 
population reflected the rapid feminization of primary school teaching as a 
profession. Whereas in 1834, fifty-six percent of the state’s primary school 
teachers were female, in 1880, eighty-six percent were female. 3

The normal school was a distinct institution designed mainly for the 
purpose of training elementary school teachers (K-8th grades). A high school 
degree was not a requirement for admission until 1895 and a certificate was 
the only “degree” conferred until the 1930s. As a result, the state’s normal 
schools quickly lost their male students to an array of more prestigious 
institutions, including high schools, academies, and the state’s many private 
colleges. Hence, this article focuses on the experiences of the overwhelmingly 
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female students at the Westfield State Normal School from 1844 to 1932, 
the years during which the institution operated exclusively as a “normal” or 
teacher-training school.

My historical survey shows that the road on which rhetorical education 
traveled at Westfield was a complicated one. Over the course of the nineteenth 
century, the Westfield State Normal School developed a program of study that 
emphasized the value of future teachers studying rhetoric. The curriculum 
introduced future teachers to rhetorical theory and guided them in applying 
that theory to a wide array of discourse practices, including oratory, debate, 
and written composition. Such a curriculum aimed not just to expand 
students’ intellectual powers, as other institutions educating women argued 
it did; it prepared the future teacher to foster learning, win respect, and 
achieve meaningful moral influence among her pupils. However, archival 
research shows that in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, 
these objectives, and the curriculum Westfield had built to achieve them, 
came into question. Shifting views on the purpose of rhetorical education 
for students training to be teachers, especially those who were women, 
led the Massachusetts State Board of Education to pressure Westfield into 
adopting utilitarian approaches to their program of rhetorical study. Rather 
than exposing future teachers to varied rhetorical practices and the complex 
theories that guided their use, normal schools were to train teachers how to 
speak and write correctly and how to pass those habits on to primary school 
students.

Some of Westfield’s early-twentieth-century administrators responded 
favorably to such demands. But Westfield’s late-nineteenth- and early-
twentieth-century faculty asserted that along with “correct expression,” 
“force” and “fluency” were essential attributes of the successful primary 
school teacher. Such attributes, they argued, were best cultivated by exposing 
students to more complex rhetorical theory along with a wider array of 
rhetorical practices than state officials advocated. Normal school faculty, 
thus, followed administrators’ directives only in part, designing courses 
in written and oral expression, along with varied extracurricular activities, 
that aimed to help students understand the processes of communication 
and become rhetorically powerful classroom teachers. My review of varied 
archival sources leads me to assert, in fact, that within the context of its late-
nineteenth and early-twentieth-century teacher-training program, Westfield 
may have exposed its predominantly female students to a more complex 
rhetorical knowledge than many other universities and colleges of its day.

The archive that has given rise to this hypothesis is a rich but fragmented 
one. As Carole Gerson points out, archival collections poorly document 
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women’s lives. While Westfield course catalogues, grade books, and student 
records suggest much about the official curriculum female students were 
likely to encounter at Westfield, they do not reveal much about women’s day-
to-day experiences at the school. Thus, in trying to build a complex picture of 
Westfield, I have consulted a range of texts such as alumni letters, graduation 
programs, yearbooks, and student notebooks; I have also considered the 
extracurriculum as well as the curriculum. These sources, lodged in what 
Karlyn Kohrs Campbell terms the “crevices” of the archive, have revealed more 
about the ways gender and educational ideologies influenced the rhetorical 
preparation of Westfield’s female students. They have also provided keen 
glimpses into the ways teachers and students consciously and unconsciously 
resisted such ideologies.4 

Teacher Training at Westfield State Normal School, 1844–1932

Students and Faculty, the Westfield State Normal School, circa 1860
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“WELL-READ WOMEN OF GOOD TASTE”: THE NORMAL 
SCHOOL CONTEXT, 1838–1877

Memorial Hall Museum in Deerfield, Massachusetts recently hosted an 
exhibit of photographs taken by Mary and Frances Allen, two sisters who 
graduated from the Westfield State Normal School in 1876.5 Innovators in 
the world of pictorial photography, the Allen sisters won a number of awards, 
published their work in national periodicals, and exhibited it around the 
country. They were also business women, active members of their community, 
and published writers.6 In 1901, critic Frances Benjamin Johnson named 
them “the foremost women photographers of their time.” 

But the Allen sisters’ “chosen career” was not actually photography. They 
began their careers as teachers, until hearing loss forced both to quit. It is 
interesting that Johnson also noted that “without any special training but 
that of well-read women of good taste they have put character, dignity and 
artistic feeling into their pictures.”7 True, they had no special training in the 
field of photography. But the Allen sisters did have a special training—one 
that prepared them to teach. Their two years at the Westfield State Normal 
School did more than prepare them to “read well” and with “good taste,” 
exposing them to a rich array of sciences and to a number of theories on the 
child (a frequent subject of their photography). Westfield also honed their 
rhetorical powers, providing them with tools of expression useful to their 
writing and photography. The low cost of that training may have been what 
led the Allen sisters to attend Westfield.8 But Westfield also had won itself a 
national reputation that likely made it a desirable choice for the Allen sisters;9 
their letters home during their time at the school “brimmed,” in fact, with 
enthusiasm over “all aspects of school life.”10

When the Allen sisters arrived at the Westfield State Normal School in 
the fall of 1874 to begin the two year normal training program, they joined a 
student body consisting of 138 women and 18 men. The school was soon to 
celebrate its thirty-fifth anniversary, having been established in 1839 as part 
of the Common School Movement. Public normal school founders Horace 
Mann and Henry Barnard, among others, had argued that the state’s many 
new primary (common) schools needed well-trained teachers and that public 
normal schools could help to fill the demand, especially if they educated 
women along with men. Building on the work of such educational reformers 
as Catharine Beecher and Emma Willard, Mann argued that teaching would 
serve as a way for women, who were already naturally inclined to working 
with children, “to expand the circumference of the home.” Facing public 
skepticism about the need for normal schools and about the appropriateness of 
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Westfield State Normal School, 1846–1892

educating women to become teachers, Mann assured the public that schools 
like Westfield would not duplicate the work of colleges and universities, 
but rather drill future teachers in the subjects they would teach, verify that 
they were of “good moral character,” and teach them how to keep order in a 
school.11

By the time the Allen sisters arrived at Westfield, women had a more 
established place in primary school classrooms, and had even made some 
forays into secondary education and educational administration.12 The public 
had largely embraced the notion that teaching was a respectable means by 
which a woman could exert her superior moral influence and find expression 
for her gentle and nurturing nature. And yet the curriculum that the Allen 
sisters encountered at Westfield did more for female teachers than simply 
verify their character or “catch them up” on the subjects they would need to 
teach (e.g., arithmetic, geography, and reading). Westfield catalogues suggest 
that women at Westfield in the 1870s encountered a rigorous program 
of academic study, one that required advanced work in subjects such as 
chemistry, botany, geometry, mental and moral philosophy, and the theory 
and art of teaching. More significantly, the Allen sisters’ rhetorical training 
consisted not merely of orthography, reading, and spelling, but also grammar 
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and analysis of the English language, rhetoric, and British literature; they 
also completed general exercises in composition and extempore speaking 
throughout their period of study.13 With its “mix of oral and written 
composition throughout four years,” and “a single rhetoric course to provide 
a theoretical grounding,” Westfield’s rhetorical curriculum resembled that of 
many a neighboring college.14

Westfield’s curriculum of 1876 was not new to the school either. The 
school’s early leaders—which included professor of rhetoric Samuel P. 
Newman, the Reverend Emerson Davis, and professor of rhetoric John W. 
Dickinson—had not subscribed to Mann’s view that future teachers mainly 
needed to drill in basic subjects. Rather, they embraced progressive educators 
like Caleb Atwater, who argued: “the main objects of educating females are 
precisely the same with those of educating the other sex—to develop all their 
powers and faculties, and to prepare them for happiness and usefulness…In 
addition to the common branches of education…we wish to see superadded, 
geography, chemistry, botany, vocal music, astronomy, algebra, rhetoric, 
mineralogy, geology, mechanics, natural and moral philosophy.”15 Studies in 
subjects like rhetoric quickly became cornerstones of Westfield’s curriculum.16

Since views on women’s education like Atwater’s were not widely embraced 
by the public, early leaders had to justify their decision to require advanced 
study in such areas as rhetoric. The fact that the school was coeducational 
likely helped to legitimize some advanced study.17 More significant, however, 
was the argument that intensive study in rhetorical theory and practice 
would lead to more powerful teachers. To master the art of teaching, students 
needed to engage in a complex philosophical investigation of the mind—an 
investigation to which the study of rhetoric contributed.

 Advanced study in rhetorical theory and practice would help teachers 
to “convey knowledge”—to use their discourse to foster learning, win 
respect, and achieve meaningful moral influence.18 Westfield’s early leaders 
criticized conventional teaching methods that relied on rote memorization 
and conventional recitation, arguing that the teacher’s goal was, instead, 
to “infuse into young minds a thirst for improvement” and “call out [their 
pupils’] reasoning faculties.”19 In other words, with its special focus on the 
role of the intellectual faculties within the communication process, and on 
the discourse practices commonly used within that process, rhetoric would 
help the future teacher to better understand and reach the minds of primary 
school pupils.

In his eighteenth year as principal when the Allen sisters arrived at 
Westfield, John W. Dickinson played a particularly significant role in making 
the link between effective teaching and rhetorical power an established one 
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in the school’s curriculum, even as fewer and fewer male students were the 
recipients of that curriculum. A “dominant intellect in educational reform,” 
Dickinson taught rhetoric courses at Westfield throughout his career.20

 In an 1877 speech, Dickinson represented the powerful teacher as one 
who would never “distort” or “dwarf” “the mind of the child.”  His teaching 
in rhetoric aimed to help future teachers to avoid such disaster. The teacher 
who had investigated the minds of his or her pupils and employed varied and 
well-thought out rhetorical practices, such as inspired oratory and thoughtful 
discussion, would be best able to “take possession” of a classroom and to 
persuade pupils to adopt “lofty” ideals.21 This teacher would likely make use 
of the Pestalozzian-influenced object method. 

As scholars Kathryn Fitzgerald and Lucille M. Schultz have both 
suggested, Pestalozzian learning theories strongly influenced nineteenth-
century common and normal school instruction.22 Along with other normal 
school educators, Dickinson repeated Pestalozzi’s call for a “benevolent 
classroom environment and a pedagogy that moved from the simple and 
concrete to the complex and abstract.”23 Observation and experience, along 
with “self-activity”—and not textbooks—were central to the pupil’s learning 
process. Dickinson criticized teachers who depended heavily upon textbooks, 
arguing that the teacher should instead use “spoken words of his own as they 
are necessary to direct the pupil in thinking.”24

In a lesson recorded by Westfield student Maria L. Tuttle in 1871, 
Dickinson illustrated this process of orally facilitating the thinking of pupils. 
He advised Tuttle and her peers to place pictures of vivid objects before the 
pupils and then ask thoughtful questions that would promote discussion 
of their associations. This activity would help pupils to cultivate “taste” 
and “judgement,” both of which would form the foundations of “effective 
expression.” Since teachers would need to engage in constant “oral teaching,” 
Dickinson also exposed his students to the “requisites of a good orator.”25 
Both male and female teachers would be better conveyers of knowledge 
were they able to appeal directly to the particular passions of their audience 
of primary school pupils. Dickinson provided students with opportunities 
to connect the theory they were learning in his classroom to practice by 
requiring them to engage in mock teaching lessons in front of their peers and 
inviting them to give public addresses on educational issues at graduations.26 
He also encouraged both male and female students to take active roles in 
the school’s literary society. As members of the society, male and female 
students engaged in a variety of rhetorical activities, producing written and 
oral discourse of a persuasive and an informative nature.27
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 By the 1870s, Dickinson’s view that teacher preparation required 
a theoretically rich program of study had gained currency. Mariolina 
Salvatori’s work on historical conceptions of pedagogy suggests that a 
number of nineteenth-century educators “insisted on the necessity to 
provide teachers with the theoretical knowledge (science) necessary to guide 
and control their practice (art).”28 What may have set his work apart from 
that of other reformers, however, was the central role he gave to the study 
of rhetoric within that complex process of investigation. More to the point 
of this study, however, is that Dickinson and his predecessors’ practice of 
connecting teaching power to rhetorical power would remain a common one 
at Westfield, empowering women like the Allen sisters both in and out of 
the classroom throughout the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries.

“OUR LIFE’S WORK”: THE LATE-NINETEENTH CENTURY 
CURRICULUM

The Allen sisters would have been among the last students at Westfield 
to attend lectures and recitations given by Dickinson, as he left in 1877 to 
become secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Education. Through the 
work of scholars such as Dickinson, who traveled to normal schools around 
the country, Westfield and its curriculum had gained prestige.29 Yet anxiety 
over what was an appropriate education for teachers, especially female 

Students Graduating in 1889
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teachers, grew perhaps even more intense as more and more women entered 
the field; shifting perceptions about the role of women teachers may well have 
resulted in a number of significant changes in the curriculum, particularly in 
the rhetorical curriculum.

As Brereton notes, through the latter part of the nineteenth-century, 
colleges and universities replaced their traditional programs of rhetorical 
study with “new utilitarian writing courses” emphasizing “error correction” 
and “the five modes of discourse.” Robert Connors’ work Composition-
Rhetoric provides a detailed account of this move away from studying 
the “actual process of communication” toward mastering the “lower level 
elements of mechanical correctness.”30 A review of the Westfield catalogue 
and other school documents from the 1880s and 1890s suggests that this 
shift in emphasis occurred at Westfield as part of a larger overhaul of the 
curriculum. In the early 1880s, for instance, state officials pressured the 
Massachusetts Board of Education to standardize the curriculum at the 
Massachusetts normal schools. According to public officials, normal schools 
were not doing enough to prepare future teachers to exert control over and 
teach basic skills to an increasingly diverse (and to them foreign and unruly) 
primary school population.31 While the normal schools had won some public 
respect, legislators and their supporters also remained concerned that normal 
schools were duplicating the higher academic work of other more prestigious 
institutions.32

Like its sister schools around the country, Westfield responded to such 
charges by asserting, both orally and in writing, that its course of study was 
primarily “professional” in nature and thus different from the curriculum 
at liberal arts colleges.33 While it continued to require advanced study in 
many of the same subjects, claiming that these studies would increase their 
students’ intellectual powers, it did make some changes. The Massachusetts 
normal schools made the admissions requirements more rigorous, and 
they increased the amount of time spent covering educational theory and 
classroom methodology. They also adjusted the rhetorical curriculum to 
address concerns over normal school students’ written and spoken English. 
Instead of completing general school exercises in composition and extempore 
speaking as they had done previously, students entering Westfield in the 
1880s were required to take two semesters of composition. The composition 
courses were to focus explicitly on technical matters such as “[c]apitals, 
punctuation, letter-writing, [and] business forms” as well as “paragraphing” 
and “spelling.”34

As Robert Connors and others have noted, gender ideology probably 
played a role in this shift towards formalized composition instruction. At 
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Westfield, 148 out of the 156 students enrolled in 1887 were women, largely 
from lower-middle class homes. The works of Michael Halloran, Elizabethada 
Wright, Nan Johnson, and others add support to such a claim, revealing the 
extent to which nineteenth-century norms defined women’s rhetorical space. 
Women, it was believed, were better suited to producing certain forms of 
written communication (works of moral uplift or family correspondence); 
engaging in oral or written argument would compromise feminine modesty.  
As already noted, few questioned the right of a woman (at least a middle-class 
white woman) to pursue a career in teaching, deeming it an “acceptable, 
noble alternative to immediate motherhood and wifely duties”35; in the public 
mind, women teachers were not, however, training to become great orators.36 
Instead, they needed skill in aiding children to acquire correct spoken and 
written English.37 With its focus on correct English, and on the forms of 
writing most necessary for a teacher outside of the classroom (letter writing 
and business forms), Westfield’s new composition courses would provide 
more suitable preparation. 

Yet in the 1880s and 1890s Westfield’s rhetorical curriculum required 
more than two semesters of composition instruction. Students continued to 
take a course in rhetoric much like the course Dickinson had taught during his 
tenure; and even as they gave more attention to written products, Westfield’s 
composition and rhetoric teachers continued to connect the mastery of the 
art of oral and written expression with powerful teaching.  Leaders of the 
1880s and 18190s shared their predecessors’ beliefs that exposure to a variety 
of discourse practices, including oral and written forms, and to the theories 
behind their use, would best prepare the teacher for her difficult work. These 
practices, furthermore, were introduced to Westfield students not by men, 
but rather by women, many of whom had graduated from the Westfield 
normal school themselves.

In the 1870s and 880s several of Dickinson’s former female students 
returned to Westfield, becoming instructors both in the composition and 
rhetoric courses. For instance, from 1879–1890 Sarah Kneil, an 1867 
graduate, returned to teach composition. She also covered the rhetoric course 
for a short time. Kneil may have introduced students to the practical forms 
and conventions of composition, but she also sought more from her students. 
A former student described Kneil as an “inspired teacher. . . one original 
thought meant more to her than quantities of parrotty reproduction,” 
suggesting that like Dickinson, Kneil sought to produce teachers who might 
employ moving discourse in their classrooms.38

Elvira Carver, an 1865 graduate, was another of Dickinson’s students who 
returned to teach at Westfield. Along with courses in algebra and geography, 
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she taught Westfield’s rhetoric course from 1878–1883, and from 1885–
1887. According to school catalogues, her course resembled Dickinson’s, 
introducing students to “figurative 
language and qualities of style.” It 
included “composition writing and 
criticism,” but also “a study of the mind 
and its qualities.” Since there is but little 
information available about Carver’s 
teaching, it is difficult to determine how 
much attention her courses gave to such 
practices as oral and written argument. 
But like the midwestern instructors 
discussed in Kathryn Fitzgerald’s work 
on European pedagogy and the normal 
school, Carver drew on a different 
intellectual tradition than her peers 
at neighboring colleges. Like most of 
her Westfield contemporaries, she had 
been well schooled in more interactive 
pedagogical theories like those of 
Pestalozzi, theories that emphasized 
“self-activity.” Not surprisingly, she 
shared Dickinson’s disdain for textbooks 
and his commitment to “oral teaching.” 
In a preface to a geography text that 
she wrote in 1887, Carver noted that her text was to be a guide only for 
the teacher’s “oral instruction”—to help teachers “train pupils to observe 
and think instead of memorizing.”39 Teaching the theories and practices of 
rhetoric was another way for her to enable future teachers to teach orally with 
success.40

There is additional evidence that “effective oral expression,” if not the art 
of oratory, remained a large concern of the rhetorical curriculum. Westfield 
women of the 1880s and 1890s appear to have embraced the power of oral 
and written argument more readily than those of previous generations. 
Course outlines, for example, suggest that in their civics course, a course 
also taught by a woman (Frances Gaylord) from 1891–1897, Westfield 
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Following pages: Graduation program, including a list of essays presented by 
graduating students, from 1889.

Elvira Carver  taught arithmetic, 
geometry, and rhetoric; she also 
authored a text on the teaching of 
geography.
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In 1889 the school celebrated its “semi-centennial” marking fifty years. Of the 142 
students enrolled that year, five were men.
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Note the wide variety of topics for the student essays. Most students completed a two-year 
course of study.
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In 1889 former Westfield Principal John W. Dickinson (1856-77), then Secretary of the 
State Board of Education (1877-94), gave the final address, “Fifty Years of the Westfield 
Normal School.”
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students continued to learn about and practice the procedures for oral 
debate.41 Women in the 1880s also exhibited a greater willingness to engage 
in extemporaneous debate as members of the school’s literary society.42 
Since there were few men attending the school, women usually debated one 
another, although records also show them going up against their few male 
peers. These debates took up largely educational issues, such as the question 
of whether “high schools ought not be supported by the state,” and whether 
“[w]omen should be educated to the same degree that man is.”43 Women 
of the society also honed their oral abilities by giving dramatic readings, 
participating in informal discussions, and giving extemporaneous speeches 
when they became society officers.44

Furthermore, during the 1880s and 1890s, students at Westfield were 
required to write what was termed a “thesis,” often delivering these orally 
before an audience during graduation.45 Fifteen students, thirteen of whom 
were women, delivered addresses in June 1887, speaking on such issues as 
“Professional Meetings,” “Dangers of the Common School,” “The Teacher as 
a Citizen,” and “The Province of the Public Schools.” These addresses were, 
admittedly, “readings.” And yet the presenters were praised for their oral 
performances. One editor described the 1887 addresses as 

short because the thought is rigidly condensed, each replete with 
valuable suggestions. The reading was such that every essay was 
distinctly heard in the extreme rear of the church. Some were 
rendered with that grace and charm of tone and modulation 
which gave pleasure to the listener even if he was careless of the 
thought. The exercises gave abundant proof both of the excellence 
of the professional training of the school, and of the value of the 
course of study as a means of literary training.46 

A graduation essay written sometime in the 1880s provides additional 
evidence that those attending Westfield in the late nineteenth-century felt 
empowered by their rhetorical education. The writer of “Our Life’s Work” 
notes that among women’s many new talents is the “skill of composition 
which thrills and animates the mind to noble action.” As evidence of women’s 
potential to inspire such action both in and outside of the classroom, she 
provides her listeners with a list of famous women public figures of humble 
origins, some of whom were educators known for their public appearances and 
powerful discourse, including Mary Lyons, Anne Judson, Anna Dickinson, 
Jenny Lind, and Sarah Bernhardt.47

Teacher Training at Westfield State Normal School, 1844–1932
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Westfield women’s participation in such events was probably made easier 
by a number of social factors. Female students were likely emboldened by the 
numbers of women pursuing more public professions—professions in fields 
such as school administration or social work that required them to speak 
publicly from podiums. The suffrage and temperance movements had drawn 
area women into their folds.48 In some states, women could vote in school 
board elections. A number of Westfield’s women graduates from the 1860s, 
1870s, and 1880s had gone on to positions not just in primary schools, but as 
school board officials, normal school instructors, college professors, founders 
of schools, and leaders in social service organizations like the YWCA—
positions, in short, that required skilled oratory outside of the classroom as 
well as within.49 These graduates returned to Westfield to give addresses and 
share their experiences during graduations and school anniversaries, offering 
inspiration to students of the late-nineteenth century.50 Their visits reinforced 
Westfield’s commitment to a more complex rhetorical education—an 
education that would familiarize students with the communication process, 
and the discourse practices that have traditionally characterized it, and thus 
transform them into influential teachers.

GATEKEEPERS OR GUARDIANS: THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Westfield State Normal School historians have often tended to choose 
the nineteenth-century as opposed to the early twentieth as the focus of 
their studies. This tendency may stem from the fact that archival materials 
documenting the co-educational nineteenth century are more plentiful than 
those available for the all-women’s institution of the early twentieth. And yet 
historians of the college, as well as those writing about normal schools more 
generally, tend to represent the nineteenth century as the more innovative one 
at normal schools—the one that trained both women and men to become 
intellectually engaged primary school teachers, as well as normal school 
teachers, administrators, social reformers, and artists (like the Allen sisters).

For instance, according to Robert Brown, by the early twentieth 
century, Westfield had become “but a shadow” of its former self.51 Brown 
highlights the ways in which state and local authorities, influenced by the 
cult of efficiency as well as other social and economic forces, pressured the 
Massachusetts normal schools into simplifying their curricula—normal 
schools were expected to reject nineteenth-century ideals and theories and to 
become vocationally-minded institutions drilling future elementary school 
teachers in the practical methodologies that they would need in order to run 
a classroom.
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A close study of course catalogues, student records, and other official 
documents leads me to agree with Westfield historians that the early 
twentieth-century was marked by “losses” at the Westfield normal school, 
particularly in the area of rhetorical instruction. Westfield’s early-twentieth-
century students and their teachers, especially those responsible for rhetorical 
instruction, were subject to more limiting conceptions of the primary school 
teacher’s role in the classroom, the type of education that should be offered 
women preparing for such a career, and of the role that the normal school 
should play in offering that education. And yet other archival materials 
show that Westfield’s teachers of rhetoric and composition, along with the 
student body, resisted those limiting conceptions. Course descriptions, 
student notebooks, and yearbooks suggest that teachers and students drew 
on the school’s rich intellectual traditions and on new and more progressive 
educational theories to create a teacher training program offering more 
complex rhetorical knowledge.

Mariolina Salvatori’s work reminds readers that a number of turn-of-the-
century normal school leaders from across the country expressed complex 
ideals similar to those of progressive normal school founders.52 For instance, 
in 1891, Thomas S. Gray, president of the St. Cloud Normal School and chair 
of the NEA’s 1889 Committee on Normal Schools, asserted that the best 
normal school would be a “school of philosophy…making teachers out of 
scholars.” Its prime purpose was to work out a “stupendous problem”: “How 
does the mind work.”53 His views were shared by members of the NEA’s 
1895 Committee on Normal Schools who wrote that their institutions 
must train teachers for a “great field of labor”—that they must cultivate 
“a loftier conception of what the American teacher must become to fill the 
place of destiny conferred by democracy and Christianity.”54 For leaders like 
Thomas Gray and Alfred Boyden, principal of the Bridgewater State Normal 
School and a member of the 1895 Committee on Normal Schools, a well-
prepared teacher would have an education in which theory and practice were 
“conjoined.”55

Yet other educators, such as Frank Hill and David Snedden, who ran 
the Massachusetts Board of Education for much of the late-nineteenth 
and early-twentieth centuries, argued that normal schools should adopt a 
more pragmatic mission, focusing strictly on “professional work” instead of 
pursuing the “advanced” study in the liberal arts that had come to guide 
places like Westfield during the nineteenth century.56 They shared the 
common belief that normal school students were “persons of indifferent 
intellectual acquirements” who needed training more suited to their academic 
deficiencies.57

Teacher Training at Westfield State Normal School, 1844–1932
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Fed by the larger number of women choosing careers over marriage, 
continued cultural anxiety over whether women were biologically or 
intellectually equipped for a complex academic education certainly lurked 
behind the labels assigned to normal school students.58 Nineteenth-century 
educational theories on teaching, like those inspired by Pestalozzi, were 
also under attack. Educators worried that the interactive, child-centered 
approaches of women teachers were emasculating male pupils, particularly 
those at the middle or secondary levels.59 Certainly, more progressive 
philosophies, like those of John Dewey, Stanley Hall, and William James, were 
beginning to influence the work of some normal school leaders and teachers, 
but the leaders of the Massachusetts Board of Education did not share these 
pedagogical perspectives. The Board’s vision of the field of education was the 
one so well documented by Mariolina Salvitori: Members of departments of 
education at major public and private universities (mostly men) would take 
responsibility for developing and teaching scientifically proven educational 
theories to future scholars and administrators (also largely men), while the 
normal schools would provide primary school teachers (mostly women) with 
the formulas and methods needed to run a classroom full of children.60

Pressure to modify the curriculum was felt intensely at Westfield, 
particularly by Clarence Brodeur, who became principal in 1904. In a letter to 
the Board, he expressed enthusiasm for “the vocational trend” in education, 
asserting that “the element of utilitarian instruction has increased the 
efficiency of our teaching at Westfield” and stripping down the curriculum to 
train teachers in the basics.61 Possibly galvanized by Harvard’s 1897 “Report 
of the Committee on Composition,” which faulted normal schools for having 
an “unduly low” “standard” in matters of correct English,62 Brodeur assured 
the board that Westfield would place at the center of its rhetorical curriculum 
“correct speaking and writing” and the best means to communicate these 
“habits” to children.

While Brodeur was indeed a force with which to be reckoned, those faculty 
members responsible for rhetorical instruction at Westfield did not entirely 
adopt the utilitarian perspective of their administrator. The curriculum 
they developed calls into question Robert Connors’ report that by the early 
twentieth century, classical principles and civic development were no longer 
clear goals of rhetorical instruction. Their careers also challenge the notion 
that responsibility for rhetorical instruction rested largely with graduate 
students of literature, usually women.

It is important to note that Westfield’s early-twentieth-century English 
teachers shared their principal’s concern with “correct speaking and writing.” 
And yet their stories are more complicated. According to Connors, many 
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college teachers of the day, ill-prepared to teach writing, relied heavily on 
textbooks and made correction an “uppermost” goal of instruction. The 
demands of “theme correcting drove the more thoughtful scholars away” 
and turned teachers into “drudges.”63 But Westfield’s instructors do not 
fit this profile. They received their training at nineteenth-century teacher 
institutes and normal schools, and not in university literature departments. 
Furthermore, they occupied positions of some importance, even power, 
at Westfield; and the curriculum they developed continued to stress the 
importance of future teachers studying rhetoric and composition as a means 
to develop powerful personae and voices.

Evaluations that Westfield instructors completed while observing teacher 
candidates engaged in practice teaching were, indeed, critical of those who 
had “poor English.” But instructors also praised teacher candidates when 
their discourse exhibited “force,” “fluency,” “presence,” “earnestness,” 
“sympathy,” and “ingenuity.”64 It was these traits that enabled the teacher to 
“win” the cooperation of a class, mold the characters of children, and foster 
their learning, particularly in the language-arts. The instructors also shared 
their predecessors’ disdain for a dependence on textbooks. Furthermore, they 

The building on Court Street that housed the Westfield State Normal School from 
1892–1956. It now serves as Westfield’s City Hall. In 1932, the institution was 
renamed the State Teachers College at Westfield. Until 1962, the only degree granted 
was in education. 
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saw themselves as preparing teachers not just to have an influence in the 
classroom, but also in professional societies and civic organizations.

Adeline Knight’s teaching career at Westfield serves as an excellent case 
in point. A graduate of the Maplewood Institute and former high school 
teacher, Knight came to Westfield in the mid 1890s, helping to shape the 
rhetorical program of study that existed at the time of Brodeur’s arrival. 
Unlike her predecessors, Knight left the direct study of the mind and its 
faculties to her colleagues teaching educational psychology. Under her, the 
course in rhetoric disappeared from the curriculum, replaced by a combined 
course in rhetoric and composition that focused on the modes of discourse: 
“Description, narration, exposition, and argument, with the qualities of style 
appropriate to each, are taught.”65 Students learned about the “correct order” 
in which to say things as well as “what not to say.”66 

Yet an essay she wrote for the journal Education earlier in her career 
suggests that she was not merely concerned with producing teachers who 
could model for their students a body of correct forms in spoken and written 
English. She shared her predecessors’ belief that rhetorical instruction should 
enhance a teacher’s ability to communicate extemporaneously with his or 
her students—that rhetorical instruction should prepare teachers to develop 
their pupils’ processes of communication. Knight wrote, for instance, that 
a “real teacher” “set[s] thought and fancy flashing between soul and soul.” 
Knight also mistrusted textbooks, criticizing the primary school teacher 
who “makes no practical application of facts, and merely teaches textbooks 
thoroughly. Concerning political questions, foreign news, the work of the 
world, she knows nothing…Neither teacher nor taught can be called literate. 
The teacher has absolutely no resources beyond ‘the English branches.’” And 
like those who came before her, Knight’s approaches to teaching emphasized 
“self-activity.”67 Her courses in rhetoric and composition, as well as those 
in literature and grammar, used the “laboratory method,” where students 
received “daily practice in writing” and one-on-one critique from the teacher. 
By encouraging them to offer one another critique, she also “trained [them] 
to intelligent criticism of language work.”68 In other words, by using the 
laboratory method in her own teaching, Knight was consciously modeling an 
approach she believed her students should take when engaged in “language 
work” with their own future pupils.

A contemporary of Knight’s, Laura Knotts of the Lowell State Normal 
School, argued that normal school instruction in English enhanced students’ 
teaching power by “broaden[ing] the mental horizon” and “quicken[ing] the 
thought.” For Knight, self activity did precisely that—it not only improved 
future teachers’ ability to use correct written and spoken forms, it increased 
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their thinking powers, which led to increased confidence, or force, and an 
ability to guide children spontaneously in their own language development. 
Knight’s pedagogical perspective was consistent with that of the rising 
educational theorists of her day, such as John Dewey, who saw “the language 
instinct” as the “greatest of all educational resources,” and who argued 
that to foster learning, primary school teachers had to be able to use their 
own discourse to create an atmosphere friendly to “the full and free use of 
language.”69

The pedagogical context in which she worked may be one reason why 
Knight’s conception of the composing process was actually more organic 
than mechanistic, placing her in a camp alongside more progressive 
composition theorists like Fred Scott and Gertrude Buck. Her course 
descriptions emphasized, for example, that the composition was “a living 
product of an active mind; therefore, there is constant and careful study of 
the way in which paragraphs grow.”Notes taken by Elizabeth Rowell, who 
took Knight’s course in 1906, provide further evidence that Knight linked 
the composing process to the development of thought. Knight emphasized 
the importance of “original composition” and conceived of the process of 
coming up with that composition as not necessarily linear or formulaic. For 
instance, Knight suggested that as they reflected on their subject, students 
“jot down” their thoughts, “even though they seem unimportant, for one 
thought suggests another.” She reminded students that in coming up with 
material to write about, reading widely would be of value. As they read, she 
remarked, students should take careful notes on what the material said. But 
those notes, she asserted, should also include “conclusions and impressions 
of your own made as you read. These will be very valuable when you expand 
[your] outline into a theme.”70

Like her predecessor Dickinson, Knight also frequently linked her 
lessons in composition directly to the work her students would eventually 
do teaching writing in the classroom. Rowell’s notes show Knight discussing 
the ways in which these future teachers might facilitate their pupils’ 
language and, hence, thinking abilities. She suggested that future teachers 
guide primary school pupils as they use writing to “retell, condense, and 
expand” the stories they heard and read about in varied sources. Expanding, 
for Knight, was the most profitable activity, as it was “a long step toward 
original composition…the writer has an opportunity to develop an idea in 
an original way. It is as if an artist should take another’s pencil sketch and 
fill in the lights and shadows according to his own ideas.” Knight’s emphasis 
was not on producing teachers obsessed with mechanical correctness, but 
suggested instead the view of another contemporary, Laura Dunbar Hagarty, 
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for whom an “overanxious pruning knife” applied to a child’s written or oral 
expression interfered with “naturalness and vividness,” and thus stifled the 
child’s intellectual development.71

Also important to note is that the themes Knight’s students wrote differed 
from those often decontextualized essays produced in college composition 
courses of the day.  They wrote essays for composition class, but in conjunction 
with other courses as well. They also contributed writings, at least for a time, 
to a school periodical, The Normal Exponent. As in the nineteenth-century, 
normal school students wrote within a set context, using themes to advance 
their professional knowledge—to explore or argue for the effectiveness of a 
particular teaching approach (e.g., the Sloyd Method), or to understand the 
way theories of education had changed and evolved over the previous century; 
and they continued to write theses, at least until the time of Brodeur’s arrival.

 Having had her curriculum in place for nearly ten years, Knight was a 
well-established instructor at Westfield at the time Brodeur arrived. Still, it is 
possible that in promoting the Board’s new agenda, Brodeur pressured Knight 
to alter the emphasis of her teaching. In 1910, the catalogue description of 
the composition course changed dramatically, placing primary emphasis 
upon “examination of the common mistakes in oral and written speech” and 
“correct usage in social forms.” This course description was likely written by 
Brodeur to satisfy state demands; he may also have taught the course on a 
few occasions. However, it seems unlikely that Knight would have changed 
her own actual approaches to teaching so dramatically at such a late point 
in her career. And this description remained on the books for only three 
years, replaced once again in 1914 with courses emphasizing more complex 
rhetorical goals.72

After Brodeur arrived, students engaged less frequently in oral public 
address. For example, students no longer presented their essays at graduations, 
which Brodeur transformed into short church services.73 Also important to 
note is that it seems likely that Knight did not emphasize oratory in the 
way her predecessors had. Knight did, however, believe that effective oral 
expression, marked in her words by “exactness, force, and fluency,” was 
essential to teaching power.74 Additionally, she frequently required her 
students to present orally before one another, both in her composition and 
her literature courses. With the advice of such teachers as Knight, students 
also channeled their rhetorical energies into theatrical productions, some of 
which were written by the students themselves.75 Finally, it is important to 
note that during Knight’s tenure, Westfield continued to provide normal 
school students with meaningful rhetorical models, inviting several 
prominent female reformers and suffragettes to give addresses at the school.76
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Westfield’s joint Debate and Drama Society, photographed for the 1929 college yearbook, 
The Tekoa.
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The profile of Westfield instructor Raymond G. Patterson, who came to 
Westfield in 1919, and the curriculum he developed, also differed markedly 
from that of the exploited instructor teaching freshman composition at 
the elite college down the road.77 The training he received at a nineteenth-
century normal school most likely shaped his greater commitment to training 
teachers, in the words of the 1899 Committee on Normal Schools, not just 
to “write and speak,” but to feel “at home…on the platform.”78 Patterson was 
probably even more under the influence of progressive educational theorists 
like John Dewey, whose belief that language learning must be “close to the 
life of most students” had taken hold in the primary schools of the 1920s.79

At Westfield, Patterson taught history, civics, and composition. Like 
Knight’s courses, his composition course was student centered, providing 
“useful” instruction in both oral and written discourse. He set out to train 
students “to use and to teach the forms of composition most essential to the 
active men or women of the modern world.” For students, this meant “the 
development and organization of material into such forms as are certain to 
be demanded of a teacher in the life of any community: club papers, talks, 
book reviews, reports, stories, debates, descriptions, expository themes.” Also 
provided were “abundant opportunity for practice in spoken and written 
English in correlation with history, civics, current events, and in daily student 
activities.”80

These varied activities might explain why Patterson’s students exhibited 
a “zest for rhetorical encounters” not unlike that of Westfield women of 
the 1880s.81 For example, in conjunction with his courses, 1923 students 
organized “The Seven Joint Debates” described at the opening of this essay, 
beginning with a reenactment of the Lincoln and Douglas debates, with 
participants enthusiastically donning the language, demeanor, and clothing 
of these famous politicians. This colorful historical moment arguably 
provides us with a glimpse of female students and their instructors resisting 
limitations imposed on their rhetorical education by the institution and the 
state. In physically cloaking themselves in the characters of two famous male 
politicians of the previous century, these players strained creatively against 
the hidden and overt expectations that had constrained the education of 
teachers, and women, at various times in the school’s history—claiming the 
public platform (and perhaps also mocking it) for their own use. In the words 
of Karlyn Kohrs Campbell, these women embodied an “innovative assertion 
of authority” over their own identities as women and teachers.82 Furthermore, 
their reenactment was one in a series of debates that generated original oral 
disputation on subjects such as immigration, education, and temperance.  
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Inspired by these performances and encouraged by their faculty, 
Westfield’s female students went on to form a joint debating and drama 
society in the mid 1920s. They named this society Delta Omicron Alpha, 
or the Daughters of Athena. As in the nineteenth-century literary society, 
members of the 1920s and 30s organized formal oral debates, facilitated 
school-wide discussions, called “forums,” and wrote and produced dramas 
on social and educational issues. Debaters also served as representatives for 
the Massachusetts Normal School Debating Council and competed against 
other Massachusetts normal schools in two “triangular debates.”83

This study of Westfield’s early-twentieth-century curriculum leads me 
to conclude, then, that institutional forces, gender ideology, and certain 
educational philosophies led faculty to place more emphasis on the normal 
school student’s future role as an “efficient, methodical, and professional 
educator.”84 These teachers needed to be able to employ correct written 
and spoken English, but also to pass those habits on to children. However, 
Westfield’s instructors also continued to represent the study of oral and 
written expression in more complex terms, as an exploration of the processes 
of communication. They also exposed students to a wider array of discourse 
practices, including oral and written argument, than state and school 
officials demanded. They justified their curriculum, as their predecessors in 
the century before had, by emphasizing the role rhetorical education played 
in producing “teaching power.”

Although a claim worthy of more consideration, I would argue that the 
institution’s continued faith in the connection between teaching and rhetorical 
power led Westfield to develop a more rigorous rhetorical curriculum than 
other schools of its day—a curriculum that more effectively represented 
written and oral expression as complicated acts of communication with larger 
social implications. The extent to which graduates of Westfield applied what 
they learned to their own teaching invites, of course, further exploration. Also 
worthy of examination are the varied ways in which programs of rhetorical 
study at other normal schools evolved in the twentieth-century. Comparative 
studies of normal schools may provide further evidence that more complex 
understandings of rhetoric and composition instruction were kept alive in 
the early twentieth-century not just by the primary and secondary schools, 
as James Berlin notes, but also by normal schools.85
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CONCLUSION

In Gender and Rhetorical Space in American Life, 1866–1910 Nan Johnson 
exposes the various cultural and social forces that wiped women orators off 
the “rhetorical/oratorical” map. She also asserts that in disregarding women 
orators, scholars have

forgotten. . . the insight into the range of nineteenth-century 
rhetorical practices. . . : the vitality and cultural influence of 
oratory over nineteenth-century American life was found as 
often in the church meeting room, the convention hall, the town 
square, the community gathering, and the dining hall as it was 
in the Senate chambers, the law court, and the political-debating 
platform. When early canon authors chose to privilege only the 
rhetorical spaces controlled by statesmen, they erased not only 
the voices of women who helped to shape American political 
culture, but also the significance of the rhetorical spaces in which 
most Americans heard words that changed their views and lives.

To that list of rhetorical spaces erased I would add the primary school 
classroom, along with the classrooms of institutions, like the Westfield State 
Normal School, that prepared primary school teachers. Such an erasure fails 
to allow for the fact that teaching, in the words of Geraldine Joncich Clifford, 
“is a powerful molder of human beings”—an act of suasion by which social 
as well as personal identities are constructed. 86

Rather than label the normal school, and the rhetorical work its nineteenth- 
and twentieth-century faculty and students did, as lacking in innovation, this 
study asserts that in linking rhetorical power to effective teaching, Westfield’s 
rhetorical curriculum offered its female students access to rhetorical knowledge 
often denied to them at other institutions of higher education. It lends further 
support to Kathryn Fitzgerald’s argument that nineteenth-century normal 
school faculty, and the rhetorical programs of study they developed, were 
shaped by their schools’ unique institutional circumstances as professional 
training grounds for teachers, and by the progressive educational theories 
those grounds fostered.87 It extends that argument, furthermore, by revealing 
the ways in which its particular institutional circumstances, along with a 
new generation of progressive educational theories, enabled Westfield State 
Normal School’s early twentieth-century faculty to resist institutional and 
disciplinary attempts to redefine rhetorical education in mechanistic terms.
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My own position as a faculty member at the small teaching-focused 
institution that replaced the Westfield State Normal School has certainly 
inclined me to read the school’s history in a more positive light. My 
institutional commitments also lead me to assert the importance of looking 
not just for those stories that our scholarly narratives erase, but also those 
that are consciously and unconsciously erased through the construction of 
an archive. Central to my work have been the varied scraps of paper—the 
letters, graduation programs, student writings—hidden in the backs of file 
cabinets.  

Deep excavation shows that for almost one hundred years, Westfield 
supported a curriculum offering female students access to a richer 
understanding of rhetorical theory and practice than other, more elite 
institutions of the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. While along 
the way Westfield may have produced “well-read women of good taste” who 
used their education to make inroads into a number of fields, it also armed 
teachers with a special rhetorical training aimed at empowering them to 
communicate meaningfully with those they taught. 

HJM
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